Joinerysoft established in Palmerston North,
New Zealand
Based in Palmerston
North, Bruce Syder has
over 40 years
experience in the
Joinery industry and
has also been a regular
user of Joinerysoft’s
Joinery software (JMS)
for the last two years.
After two years living
and working in the UK,
Bruce returns home
keen to share his
enthusiasm for JMS
with New Zealand’s
joiners and also help
support Joinerysoft’s
existing customer base
in the country.
Bruce comments, “I
was introduced to
Joinerysoft by my
employer in the UK
who had been using
JMS successfully for
some time. I found it
unbelievably easy to
learn and use. Always
sceptical of software for
custom joinery I found it easy to
cost and manufacturer
individual pieces of custom
joinery.” He says, “Returning
home to New Zealand I
approached Joinerysoft and
offered to become their NZ
contact. I believe JMS will be an
asset for any Joinery Company
in New Zealand. I am excited
about working with the
Joinerysoft team.”
Bruce will now be able to
provide a local face for
Joinerysoft in New Zealand, and
be able to reassure joiners that
Joinerysoft adapts easily
between the UK and New
Zealand designs of windows
and doors. Differences such as
sill angles, weathering rebates,
and different timbers can be
adjusted quickly and easily

Bruce Syder, Joinerysoft’s first New Zealand Contact

ensuring that Joinerysoft is
tailored to your specific needs.
Being fully customisable there
are no UK legacies such as £ or
VAT, so the quotes/estimates
produced always look correct
and professional. Bruce adds,
“Joinerysoft is supplied with
ready to use templates so you
can start using the programme
quickly. I plan to be on hand to
talk Joiners through the set up
process ensuring that
Joinerysoft pays its way
quickly.”

You can contact Bruce Syder
directly on:
(06) 357-6429
bsyder@joinerysoft.com
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